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Hodge classes on abelian varieties of low dimension
B J J Moonen and Yu G Zarhin
Introduction
In this paper we study Hodge classes on complex abelian varieties X If dimX   then it is wellknown
that every Hodge class on X is a linear combination of products of divisor classes In 	 the authors showed
that ifX is simple of dimension 
 then every Hodge class is a linear combination of products of divisor classes
and Weil classesif there are any The notion of a Weil class shall be briey reviewed in 
The aim of this note is to extend this to arbitrary abelian varieties of dimension   In order to state
our main results let us describe some special cases
a The abelian variety X is isogenous to a product X

X

where X

is an elliptic curve with complex
multiplication by an imaginary quadratic eld k and where X

is a simple abelian threefold such that there
exists an embedding k  End

X


b The abelian variety X is simple of dimension 
 such that End

X is a eld containing an imag
inary quadratic eld k which acts on the tangent space T
X
with multiplicities   See x for further
explanation
c The abelian variety X is simple of dimension 
 with D  End

X a denite quaternion algebra
over Q Type III in the Albert classication Note that for every   D nQ the subalgebra Q  D is
an imaginary quadratic eld
d The abelian variety X is simple of dimension 
 with End

X  Q
 Theorem Let X be a complex abelian variety with dimX  
 Write V  H

XC Q and
let  V  V  Q be the Riemann form associated to a polarization of X Write D  End

X and let
Sp
D
V  denote the centralizer of D inside the symplectic group SpV 
i Suppose we are in case a or b Then the Hodge ring B

X is generated by the subalgebra D

X
of divisor classes together with the space of Weil classes W
k
 B

X The Hodge group HgX is strictly
contained in Sp
D
V 
ii Suppose we are in case c Then HgX  Sp
D
V  The Hodge ring B

X is generated by
the divisor classes together with the spaces of Weil classes W
k
 B

X where k runs through the set of
imaginary quadratic elds contained in D
iii Suppose we are in case d Then the Hodge ring B

X is generated by divisor classes ie
B

X  D

X Either HgX  SpV  in which case B

X
n
  B

X
n
 for all n or HgX is isogenous
to a Qform of SL

 SL

 SL

 in which case there are exceptional Hodge classes in B

X

 In the latter
case these exceptional Hodge classes are not of Weil type
iv Suppose we are not in one of the cases a b c or d Then HgX  Sp
D
V  and B

X
n
 
D

X
n
 for all n
Let us note that in the cases a b and c the Weil classes are really needed to generate the Hodge
ring in these cases we have D

X  B

X See 	 especially Example  and Criterion 
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We have a similar result for abelian varieties of dimension  Again we have to single out some special
cases
e The abelian variety X is isogenous to a product X


X

 where X

and X

are as in a
f The abelian variety X is isogenous to a product X

X

X

 where X

is an elliptic curve where
X

and X

are as in a and such that X

and X

are not isogenous
g The abelian variety X is isogenous to a product X

X

where X

is an elliptic curve with complex
multiplication by an imaginary quadratic eld k and where X

is a simple abelian fourfold such that there
exists an embedding k  End

X

 via which k acts on T
X


with multiplicities  
 Theorem Let X be a complex abelian variety of dimension  Let V   D and Sp
D
V  have the
same meaning as in 
i Suppose we are in case e Consider the space of Weil classes W
k
 B

X

 X

 and write
W
k
 B

X for its image under the map B

X

X

 B

X induced by a surjective homomorphism
 X  X

 X

 Then the Hodge ring B

X is generated by the subalgebra D

X of divisor classes
together with the subspaces W
k
 The Hodge group HgX is strictly contained in Sp
D
V 
ii Suppose we are in case f Then HgX  HgX

HgX

X

 For every n   the Hodge ring
B

X
n
 is generated by the images of B

X
n

 and B

X
n

X
n

 In particular B

X is generated by the
divisor classes D

X together with the pullbacks of the Weil classes in W
k
 B

X

X


iii Suppose we are in case g Then the Hodge ring B

X is generated by divisor classes ie
B

X  D

X The Hodge group HgX is strictly contained in Sp
D
V 
iv Suppose we are not in one of the cases e f or g Decompose X up to isogeny as a product of
elementary abelian varieties say X  Y
m


 	 	 	 Y
m
r
r
 Then HgX  HgY
m


 	 	 	HgY
m
r
r
 For every
n   the Hodge ring B

X
n
 is generated by the images of the Hodge rings B

Y
m
j
j
 In particular if X
has no simple factor of dimension  then HgX  Sp
D
V  and B

X
n
  D

X
n
 for every n  
In the cases e and f the pullbacks of the Weil classes are needed to generate the Hodge ring of X
we have D

X  B

X and D

X  B

X In the decomposition up to isogeny X  Y
m


 	 	 	 Y
m
r
r
in iv we require the Y
j
to be simple pairwise nonisogenous and the m
j
are positive integers
For simple abelian varieties the above results were already known the case dimX  
 was treated
in 	 for simple X with dimX a prime number one uses a result of Tankeev together with a theorem of
Hazama and Murty The relevant statements are recalled in  and  below In the present paper we
are therefore mainly concerned with nonsimple abelian varieties We prove some lemmas which in certain
cases allow us to determine the Hodge group of a product X

 X

 knowing the Hodge groups HgX
i
 of
the factors Using these results we shall determine the Hodge groups of all complex abelian varieties X with
dimX   again referring to 	 	 	 for the results in case X is simple
The paper is organised as follows In the rst section we review the notion of a Hodge group and
we recall a number of properties that we shall use In x we give an overview of the situation for simple
abelian varieties of low dimension In x we prove a couple of general lemmas which allow us to analyse
certain product situations In x
 we analyse Hodge groups of simple abelian surfaces of CMtype Putting
everything together the main theorems are proven in x
x Hodge groups of abelian varieties
 Let X be an abelian variety over an algebraically closed eld k Set D  End

X  EndX 

Z
Q
A polarization of X induces a positive Rosati involution say d  d
y
 of D
Now assume that X is simple Then D is a division algebra and we have D  F  F

 Q with
F  CentD  F

 fa  F j a
y
 ag 

We write
e

 F

 Q	  e  F  Q	  d

 D  F 	 
By the classication due to Albert see 	 x  the division algebra D is of one of the following types
Type Ie

 e  e

 d   D  F  F

is a totally real eld
Type IIe

 e  e

 d   D is a quaternion algebra over a totally real eld F  F

 D splits at all
innite places
Type IIIe

 e  e

 d   D is a quaternion algebra over a totally real eld F  F

 D is inert at all
innite places
Type IVe

 d e  e

 F is a CMeld with totally real subeld F

 D is a division algebra of rank d

over F 
We say that a simple abelian variety X is of Type A with A  fI II III IVg if End

X is an
algebra of the corresponding type
We refer to 	 for results about which algebras in the Albert classication occur as the endomorphism
algebra of an abelian variety Note that there is a misprint in Table  of 	 the author informs us that
in the last line of this table it should read occurs if and only if ged

  but excluded IV  g  
and IV  g  

 Let X be a complex abelian variety X   We write V  V
X
 H

XC Q which is a po
larizable QHodge structure of type     This Hodge structure can be described by giving a
homomorphism of algebraic groups over R
h S GLV 
R

where S Res
CR
G
mC

The MumfordTate group MTX of X is dened to be the smallest algebraic subgroup M  GLV 
over Q such that h factors through M
R
 In practice it is often more convenient to work with the Hodge
group HgX We can dene it by HgX  MTX  SLV  For a more direct denition consider the
Rsubtorus U

 Sgiven on points by
U

R  fz  C

j zz  g  C

 SR 
Then HgX is the smallest algebraic subgroup H  GLV  such that the restriction of h to U

factors
through H
R

The MumfordTate group MTX contains the torus G
mQ
 GLV  of homotheties The group MTX
is the almost direct product of G
mQ
and HgX
The Hodge group HgX is a connected reductive algebraic group Viewing D  End

X as a sub
algebra of End
Q
V  we have D  End
Q
V 
HgX
 If  V  V  Q is the Riemann form associated to a
polarization of X so  is a symplectic form then
HgX  Sp
D
V  
the centralizer of D in the symplectic group SpV 
The Hodge group HgX is a torus if and only if X is of CMtype If X has no factors of Type IV then
HgX is semisimple See 	 x and 	 Lemma 

For n   we can identify HgX
n
 with HgX acting diagonally on V
X
n
 V
X

n
 More generally if
n

     n
r
Z

then we can identify HgX
n


 	 	 	 X
n
r
r
 with HgX

 	 	 	 X
r

 Write hgX for the Lie algebra of HgX If W is a HgXmodule then W
HgX
 W
hgX
 since
HgX is connected Thus for instance End

X can be computed as the hgXinvariants in End
Q
V 
The following description of hgX proves to be very useful We have a Hodge decomposition V
C

V

C
 V

C
 Let the endomorphism J  J
X
 EndV
C
 be given by
J
X
v 

iv if v  V

C

iv if v  V

C


Note that J

X
 id Then hgX  EndV  is the smallest QLie subalgebra h  EndV  such that h
C
contains J
X
 see 	 In fact since V

C
and V

C
are complex conjugate we even have J
X
 hgX
R

 The cohomology ring H

XQ is naturally isomorphic to the exterior algebra on V

 The Hodge
group HgX acts on this ring The HgXinvariants in H

XQ are precisely the Hodge classes Writing
B
i
X  H
i
XQ for the subspace of Hodge classes we obtain a graded Qalgebra B

X  
i
B
i
X
called the Hodge ring of X
The Hodge classes in H

XQ ie the elements of B

X  H

XQ
HgX
 are called the divisor
classes We write D

X  B

X for the Qsubalgebra generated by the divisor classes The Hodge classes
in D

X are called the decomposable Hodge classes The elements of B

X not in D

X are called
exceptional Hodge classes
	 Let h be a reductive Lie algebra over Q Consider a semisimple nite dimensional representation
 h EndV  The Lie algebra h
C decomposes as a direct sum h
C
 cg

	 	 	g
r
 where c is its center
and where the g
i
are its simple factors Let W be an irreducible h
C
submodule of V
C
 It decomposes as an
external tensor product W  


W


	 	 	

W
r
 where 

is a character of c and where W
i
is an irreducible
representation of g
i
 We shall say that  is of length  if
i all simple factors g
i
are of classical type A

 B

 C

or D


and if for every irreducible h
C
submodule W of V
C
we have
ii precisely one of the representations W
i
is nontrivial
iii if W
i
is a nontrivial g
i
module then its highest weight wrt a chosen Cartan subalgebra of g
i
and
a choice of a basis for the root system is miniscule in the sense of 	 Chap  x n
o

This is to be compared with 	 where the length of an irreducible representation of a simple Lie algebra
is dened
Now let X be a complex abelian variety and consider the tautological representation  hgX 
EndV
X
 The fact that V
X
is a Hodge structure of level  implies that  is a symplectic representation of
length  see 	 See also 	 x
 and 	
Let us note that if  h EndV  is a representation of length  and if g is an ideal of h then V  V
g
V

where V

 V is a gsubmodule such that the representation 

 g EndV

 is again of length 

 Remark Later in the paper we shall consider QLie algebras h for which there is a unique faithful
irreducible representation up to isomorphism which is of length  For instance let h be a simple QLie
algebra Then there exists a number eldK and an absolutely simpleKLie algebra g such that h


Res
KQ
g
Writing 
K
for the set of embeddings ofK into C we have h
C
 

K
g

 where g

 g

K
C  We claim
that if the absolute root system of g is of type C

	   then h has a unique irreducible representation of
length 
To see this let us rst remark that a simple Lie algebra of type C

	   over C has a unique irreducible
representation with miniscule highest weight see 	 Chap  x n
o
 Now write 
K
 f


     

r
g and
let V
i
  i  r be the irreducible h
C
module which is irreducible as a g

i

module with miniscule
highest weight and on which the factors g

j

with i  j act trivially If  h  EndV  is an irreducible
representation of length  then
V
C


V
m


 	 	 	  V
m
r
r
for certain multiplicities m
i
 But if L is the normal closure of K inside C then GalLQ permutes the
factors g

i

transitively and it follows from the fact that V
C
is dened over Q that we must have m


m

 	 	 	  m
r
 Therefore if 

 h EndV

 is another irreducible representation of length  then there is
a relation 
C

M




C

N
for certain integers M and N  But this is possible only if 





That conversely every h as above has an irreducible symplectic representation of length  can be seen
from the description of such hs in terms of algebras with involution as in 	 Chap X
 Consider the following condition on the complex abelian variety X
D B

X
n
  D

X
n
 for all n 


If this condition is satised then the Hodge conjecture is trivially true for all X
n

As recalled above the Hodge group HgX is contained in the algebraic group Sp
D
V  It was shown
by Hazama 	 and Murty 
	 independently that
HgX  Sp
D
V  


X has no factors of type III
and
D

X
n
  B

X
n
 for all n

A

 Let K be a subeld of End

X with   K acting as the identity on X Write 
K
for the set of
embeddings of K into C  Let T
X
be the tangent space of X at the origin The action of an order of K
on X makes T
X
into a module under K 

Q
C 
Q

K
C  This gives a decomposition
T
X

M

K
T


Let n

 dim
C
T

 If 
 K  C is the complex conjugate of 
 then n

 n

 r   dimXK  Q	
If K is imaginary quadratic then we say that it acts on T
X
with multiplicities a b if n

 a n

 b
for some ordering 
K
 f
 
g
The inclusion K  End

X induces on V
X
the structure of an rdimensional Kvector space The
dimensional Kvector space W
K
 W
K
X  
r
K
V

X
can be identied in a natural way with a subspace
of H
r
XQ we call W
K
the space of Weil classes wrt K It is known that either W
K
consists entirely of
Hodge classes or  W
K
is the only Hodge class in W
K
 Whether W
K
consists of Hodge classes and if so
whether these classes are exceptional or not can be answered purely in terms of the data K  End

X and
the action of K on T
X
 see 	 For instance it is shown there that W
K
consists of Hodge classes if and
only if n

 n

for all 
  
K

x Simple abelian varieties of dimension  
We shall give a short overview of the situation for simple complex abelian varieties of low dimension Thus
in this section we shall assume X to be simple
For g  dimX   and g   we always nd that HgX  Sp
D
V  Since type III does not occur
for g   and g   X simple it follows that B

X
n
  D

X
n
 for all n See  In particular the
Hodge conjecture is true for all such X
n
 A useful references for the results stated below is 	
We shall give an overview of the cases that occur If F is a CMeld with totally real subeld F

and
complex conjugation x  x then we shall write U
F
for the algebraic torus over Q given on points by
U
F
R  fx  F 

Q
R

j xx  g 
 g There are two cases to distinguish
Type I X is an elliptic curve with End

X  Q Then HgX  SpV 


SL
Q

Type IV X is an elliptic curve with CM by an imaginary quadratic eld F  Then HgX  U
F

 g There are four cases
Type I X is an abelian surface with End

X  Q Then HgX  SpV 


Sp
Q

Type I End

X  F is a real quadratic eld Then there is a unique F symplectic form  V V 
F such that   tr
FQ
 The Hodge group is given by HgX  Res
FQ
Sp
F
V 

Type II D  End

X is a quaternion algebra overQ split at WriteD
opp
for the opposite algebra
and let x  x

be the canonical involution Then HgX is the algebraic group U
D
opp
given
on points by U
D
opp
Q  fx  D
opp


j xx

 g
Type IV End

X  F is a quartic CMeld not containing an imaginary quadratic subeld We have
HgX  U
F

 g There are four cases
Type I X is an abelian fold with End

X  Q Then HgX  SpV 


Sp
	Q

Type I End

X  F is a totally real cubic eld There is a unique F symplectic form  V V  F
such that   tr
FQ
 The Hodge group is given by HgX  Res
FQ
Sp
F
V 
Type IV End

X  F is an imaginary quadratic eld given a  F with a  a there is a unique
F hermitian form  V  V  F such that   tr
FQ
a 	  and HgX  U
F
V 
Type IV End

X  F is a CMeld of degree  over Q Then HgX  U
F

The following proposition is easily read o from the above using Remark  and Lemma  below
 Proposition Let X be a simple complex abelian variety with g  dimX  
i Suppose X is of CMtype Then HgX is a gdimensional algebraic torus It is Qsimple except
when dimX   and the sextic CMeld End

X contains an imaginary quadratic eld
ii Suppose X is not of CMtype Then HgX is a Qsimple algebraic group except when dimX  
and End

X is an imaginary quadratic eld If HgX is Qsimple then up to isomorphism	 there is exactly
one faithful irreducible representation of hgX over Q which is of length 
	 g The case g  
 is more involved and was studied in 	 In particular in op cit we already
proved Thm  for simple abelian fourfolds This covers the cases b c and d of the introduction
We here only recall some of the most interesting cases
i For g  
 it is no longer true that HgX is determined by End

X together with its action on the
tangent space at the origin Namely if g  
 and End

X  Q then either HgX  SpV 


Sp

Q

or HgX is a Qform of an almost direct product of three copies of SL

 See 	 In both cases the
Hodge ring of X is generated by divisor classes but if HgX is isogenous to a Qform of SL


then there are
exceptional Hodge classes in H

X

Q
ii For g  
 we nd cases where in addition to divisor classes we also need Weil classes to generate
the Hodge ring This happens if End

X contains an imaginary quadratic eld k which acts on the tangent
space with multiplicities   If X is of Type III then this is the case eg see 
	 	 further it can
occur only for X of Type IV or of Type IV
 Only in very special cases these Weil classes are known
to be algebraic see 	 and 	

 g	 As already stated above HgX  Sp
D
V  for all simple abelian folds The point here is
that  is a prime number since in fact we have the following result due to Tankeev 	 See also Ribets
paper 	
 Theorem Let X be a simple complex abelian variety such that dimX is a prime number Then
HgX  Sp
D
V  and B

X
n
  D

X
n
 for every n  
In connection with this result let us note that a simple X of prime dimension cannot be of Type III so
that the result of Hazama and Murty in  applies

x The Hodge group of a product of abelian varieties
 Let X

and X

be complex abelian varieties Write X  X

 X

 Then HgX is an algebraic
subgroup of HgX

  HgX

 The two projections pr
i
 HgX  HgX
i
 are surjective From this one
easily shows that there exist Lie algebras g

 g

 g

and an automorphism  of g

such that
hgX




g

 g

 hgX




g

 g


and
hgX

X

  hgX

 hgX


o






o
g

 g

  

 g

 g

 g

 g

 g

 g

 g

 g

 
where  

 g

 g

 is the graph of the automorphism 
We may have that
HgX

X

  HgX

 HgX

  
Ie g

  in the above This holds if and only if for some m and n the Hodge ring B

X
m

X
n

 is not
generated by the elements coming from B

X
m

 and B

X
n


In certain cases one can show that an inequality  can only hold if HomX

 X

   For instance
we have the following result of Hazama 	
 Theorem Let X

and X

be complex abelian varieties which both satisfy condition D in 
i Suppose X

and X

contain no factors of Type IV Then X

 X

again satises D and either
HomX

 X

   or HgX

X

  HgX

 HgX


ii Suppose X

has no factors of Type IV and X

is of CMtype Then X

X

again satises D and
HgX

X

  HgX

 HgX


The next lemmas are aimed at proving similar conclusions in other cases
 Lemma Let X be a complex abelian variety Suppose that hgX is semisimple and that V
X
is the
only irreducible hgXrepresentation of length  up to isomorphism	 Let Y be a simple complex abelian
variety such that hgY  splits as hgY   gh
 correspondingly we can write J
Y
 J

J

with J

 g
C
and
J

 h
C
 Suppose there exists an isomorphism hgX

 g with J
X
 J

 Then h   and Y is isogenous
to X
Proof Write D  End

X and F  CentD set e  F  Q	 and d

 dim
F
D We have D 

Q
C


M
d
C 

	 	 	M
d
C 
e
 There are irreducible hgX
C
modules U

     U
e
 pairwise nonisomorphic such
that V
X


Q
C


U
d

 	 	 	  U
d
e
as hgX
C
modules
As hgX is semisimple the F linear trace map tr
F
 hgX  End
F
V
X
 F is zero It follows that
hgX
C
acts on each of the summands U
d
j
through slU
d
j
 In particular on each of the summands U
d
j
the
operator J
X
has i and i as its eigenvalues as it has zero trace and satises J

X
 id
Fix an isomorphism  hgX

 g with J
X
 J

 Note that there are no nontrivial ginvariants in
V
Y
 as V
Y

g
is a hgY submodule of V
Y
and Y is simple The assumption that V
X
is the only irreducible
gmodule of length  therefore implies that V
Y


V
q
X
as gmodules for some q   Then h acts on V
Y
through an embedding h  End
g
V
Y
 M
q
D Thus
V
YC


U
dq

 	 	 	  U
dq
e

as g
C
modules and each of the factors U
dq
j
is stable under h
C
 If  is an eigenvalue of J

on U
dq
j
then we nd
that both i   and i   occur as eigenvalues of J
Y
on U
dq
j
 V
YC
 By denition of J
Y
this is possible
only if    We conclude that J

acts trivially on each factor U
dq
j
 Hence h  
The graph  

 hgX  hgY  is a QLie subalgebra such that  
C
 J
XY
 J
X
 J
Y
 Therefore
hgX  Y    

and some multiple of  corresponds to an isogeny from X to Y  

 Lemma Let X

and X

be nonzero complex abelian varieties Write X  X

 X

 Assume that
hgX

 is a Qsimple Lie algebra and that V
X

is the only irreducible hgX

module of length  up to
isomorphism	 Then either HgX  HgX

 HgX

 or HomX

 X

  
Proof Assume that HgX  HgX

  HgX

 Using the notations of  the assumption that
hgX

 is Qsimple implies that hgX  g

 g


 hgX

 and hgX




g


There exists a simple abelian subvariety Y  X

such that the ideal g

 hgX

 acts nontrivially on
V
Y
 V
X

 There is a quotient g


of g

such that hgY   g


 g

 Notice that via hgY 

 hgY X

 
g


 g

 hgX

 we obtain an isomorphism hgX



 g

mapping J
X

to the g

component of J
Y

Lemma  then gives HomX

 Y    
	 Remark It was shown by Borovoi 	 that hgX is Qsimple if End

X  Q For a generalization
of this result to absolutely irreducible Hodge structures of arbitrary level see 	

 Lemma Let X

and X

be nonzero complex abelian varieties Assume that the Hodge group HgX


is a Qsimple algebraic torus In particular X

is a simple abelian variety of CMtype	 Write X  X

X


If HgX  HgX

  HgX

 then the center of HgX

 contains an algebraic torus which is Qisogenous
to HgX


Proof Suppose that HgX  HgX

HgX

 The assumption that HgX

 is Qsimple implies that
hgX

 does not contain a proper algebraic Lie subalgebra Using the notations of  we then have that
hgX  g

 g


 hgX

 and hgX




g

 This readily implies the lemma noting that g

and g

are
algebraic Lie subalgebras of hgX 
Next let us recall a lemma from !	 that was also used in 	 This lemmawas also stated in 
	 where it
is attributed to Ribet To formulate it we need the following notation Suppose F is a CMeld containing
an imaginary quadratic eld k In x above we dened the algebraic torus U
F
over Q The subeld k  F
gives rise to a subtorus SU
Fk
 U
F
of codimension  by
SU
Fk
 KerNm
Fk
 U
F
 U
k
 
With this notation we have the following lemma For a proof we refer to 	
 Lemma Let F be a CMeld Suppose H is an algebraic subtorus of U
F
of codimension  Then
there exists an imaginary quadratic subeld k  F such that H  SU
Fk

Combining the above lemmas with the facts in  gives the following result
 Proposition Let X be an abelian variety and let E be an elliptic curve both over C  Suppose
HomEX   Then either HgX E  HgXHgE or End

E  k is an imaginary quadratic eld
such that there exists an embedding of k into the center of End

X
Proof If End

E  Q then we apply Lemma 
 Hence we may assume that End

E  k is an
imaginary quadratic eld so that HgE is the rank  torus U
k

Write C for the center of End

X Then C has the form C  K

 	 	 	  K
m
 F

 	 	 	  F
n

where K

    K
m
are totally real elds and F

 	 	 	  F
n
are CMelds The center Z of HgX is contained
in U
F

 	 	 	  U
F
n
 By Lemma  if HgX  E  HgX  HgE then there is a homomorphism
U
k
 U
F

 	 	 	U
F
n
with nite kernel If U
F
i
is a factor such that the projection of U
k
to U
F
i
has rank 
then it easily follows from Lemma  that there exists an embedding k  F
i
 This proves the claim 
As an easy corollary we obtain a result rst proved by Imai 	
 Corollary Let X

     X
n
be elliptic curves over C  no two of which are isogenous Write X 
X

	 	 	X
n
 Then HgX  HgX

	 	 	HgX
n
 In particular every product of elliptic curves satises
condition D in 
Proof Immediate from the proposition by induction on the number of factors 

x Hodge groups of simple abelian surfaces of CMtype
In this section we study Hodge groups of simple abelian surfaces of CMtype We use this to prove Thm
 for the product of two such surfaces
 Let F be a CMeld Write 
F
for the set of embeddings F  C  Let  x  x denote the complex
conjugation on F  Recall that  is independent of the choice of an embedding of F into C  By a CMtype
for F we mean a subset "  
F
such that writing "  f  j   "g we have 
F
 "q "
Write F

 F for the totally real subeld The choice of a CMtype " for F is equivalent to giving an
identication F 

Q
R

 C

F

 Writing J  J

 F 

Q
R for the element which maps to i i     i we
obtain a bijection
fCMtypes for Fg

  
F
 fJ  F 

Q
R j J

 g
which is equivariant for the natural AutF action on both sides
To the CMtype F" we can associate an isogeny class of complex abelian varieties by taking F as a
Qlattice and J

as a complex structure Two CMtypes F" and F# give rise to the same isogeny class
if and only if there exists an automorphism   AutF  with # 

" Note that if X is an abelian variety
in the isogeny class associated to F" then J

is just the operator J
X
as in  We have J

 J


Now let F be a quartic CMeld which does not contain an imaginary quadratic subeld Then either
i F is Galois over Q in which case AutF  is cyclic of order 
 acting transitively on  
F
 or ii F is not
Galois over Q its normal closure L has degree  over Q and AutF   fid g In case i there is only one
isogeny class of abelian surfaces with CM by F  in case ii there are two such isogeny classes
 Proposition Let X

and X

be two simple abelian surfaces with CM by the same quartic CMeld
F  Suppose X

and X

are not isogenous Write X  X

X

 Then HgX  HgX

 HgX


Proof Fix isomorphisms F


End

X
i
 this gives identications HgX
i
  U
F
 As just explained the
assumption that X

 X

implies that F is not Galois over Q A priori the Galois group GalLQ could
be isomorphic to either the dihedral group D

or the quaternion group Q By 	 Prop 
 and Prop 
the CMeld F does not contain an imaginary quadratic eld Lemma  then shows that the torus U
F
is
Qsimple Writing X

 X

U
F
 for its character group this means that X

Q
is an irreducible dimensional
Qrepresentation of GalLQ But the group Q does not admit such a representation cf !	 Sect 
p  hence GalLQ


D

 Now consider the standard representation  D

 GL

Q realizing D

as the subgroup of GL

Z generated by the matrices

 
 

and

 
 


We remark that this  is the only irreducible dimensional Qrepresentation of D

up to isomorphism
and that  is absolutely irreducible Furthermore one easily shows that the only D

stable lattices in Q

are the lattices q 	Z

 for q  Q


Assume that HgX  HgX

  HgX

 The fact that U
F
is Qsimple then implies that HgX
is isogenous to U
F
 and by the previous considerations we see that it is even isomorphic to U
F
 Fix an
isomorphism HgX

 U
F
and identify X

U
F
 with the standard D

module Z

ie Z

with D


action given by  Recall that we also have xed identications HgX
i
  U
F

Each of the two projections pr
i
 HgX  HgX
i
 is surjective The above considerations then show
that there exist nonzero integers m
i
i    such that pr
i
is given by raising to the m
i
th power on U
F

The induced map on Lie algebras pr
i
 hgX  u
F
 hgX
i
  u
F
is therefore given by multiplication by
m
i

Under pr
i
 the element J
X
 hgX
C is mapped to J
i
 J
X
i
 Under the given identications hgX

 
u
F
 hgX

 we thus nd that J

 m

m

 	 J

 Since both J

and J

 viewed as elements of F  satisfy
J

i
  it follows that m

 m

 On the other hand the homomorphism HgX  HgX

 HgX

 is
injective which means that m

and m

are relatively prime It follows that m

m

 fg In particular
!
VX

and V
X

are isomorphic as representations of HgX This contradicts the assumption that X

 X



x	 Proof of the main result
	 Let X be a complex abelian variety with g  dimX  
 Our rst goal is to prove  As recalled
above we already know this in case X is simple In the rest of this section we may and will therefore assume
that X is not simple
Up to isogeny we can decompose X as X  Y
m


 	 	 	  Y
m
r
r
where Y

     Y
r
r  Z

 are simple
pairwise nonisogenous abelian varieties and m

    m
r
Z

 Correspondingly the endomorphism algebra
D decomposes as D  D

 	 	 	 D
r
where D
i
 End

Y
m
i
i



M
m
i
End

Y
i
 Write V  H

XQ and
V
i
 H

Y
m
i
i
Q Choose polarizations 
i
of Y
m
i
i
 let  be the product polarization   

     
r
 of
X and let 
i
 V
i
 V
i
 Q resp  V  V  Q be the associated Riemann forms With these notations we
have the obvious remark that HgX  Sp
D
V  if and only if HgX  HgY
m


  	 	 	  HgY
m
r
r
 and
HgY
m
i
i
  Sp
D
i
V
i
 
i
 for all i
Now assume that X is not simple dimX  
 and that we are not in case a of the introduction
Note that X has no factors of Type III since Type III does not occur in dimension   By the Theorem
 of Hazama and Murty and the results discussed in x we then see that in order to prove  for X
it su$ces to show that HgX  HgY
m


 	 	 	  HgY
m
r
r

	 Suppose g   Suppose also that X decomposes up to isogeny as a product X  X

 X

of
an elliptic curve X

and a simple abelian surface X

 Then the center of End

X

 does not contain an
imaginary quadratic eld By Prop  it follows that HgX  HgX

 HgX


Combining this with Cor ! we have proven  in case dimX   In particular for every
complex abelian variety X of dimension   we have HgX  Sp
D
V  and condition D in  is
satised
	 Let X be a complex abelian variety which is isogenous to a product say X  X

 X

 where X

is an elliptic curve and X

is a simple abelian threefold Suppose furthermore that k  End

X

 is an
imaginary quadratic eld and that there exists an embedding k  F  End

X

 This means we are in
case a of the introduction Either a F  k or a F is a sextic CMeld
Embed k as a subeld of End

X such that it acts with multiplicities   on the tangent space T
X

Our assumption that X

is simple implies that k acts on T
X


with multiplicities   see 	 Prop 

Therefore if we x End

X

  k  End

X

 then either      End

X

End

X

 or    
gives an embedding as required Then the spaceW
k
 H

XQ consists of Hodge classes The Hodge group
HgX is contained in HgX

HgX

  U
k
U
k
V
X

 
X

 case a resp HgX

HgX

  U
k
U
F
case a See x for notations The Hodge group acts trivially on W
k
 ie its elements have trivial k
linear determinant We then easily nd that we must have
HgX  fu

 u

  U
k
 U
k
V
X

 
X




u

	 det
k
u

  g case a 
respectively
HgX  fu

 u

  U
k
 U
F


u

	 det
k
u

  g case a 
where det
k
 U
k
V
X

 
X

  U
k
is the klinear determinant map resp det
k
 Nm
Fk
 U
F
 U
k
 To see
our claim note that U
k
has rank 
The K%unneth decomposition gives
H

XQ  H

X

Q
H

X

Q	  H

X

Q
H

X

Q	  H

X

Q
H

X

Q	 
The Hodge classes in H

X

Q
 H

X

Q


H

X

Q and those in H

X

Q
 H

X

Q


H

X

Q are linear combination of products of divisor classes The space of Weil classes W
k
is a subspace

of H

X

Q
H

X

Q Since we are viewing W
k
as a subspace of H

XQ rather than a quotient
some of our identications may seem a little unnatural cf 	 Sect 
We have H

X

Q
H

X

Q


Hom
HS
H

X

QH

X

Q where Hom
HS
 denotes the
space of homomorphisms of QHodge structures The Hodge structure H

X

Q is irreducible and has
endomorphism ring k Therefore our assertion that W
k
is the space of Hodge classes in H

X

Q 

H

X

Q is equivalent to saying that H

X

Q contains only one copy of H

X

Q as a rational
subHodge structure It su$ces to prove this in case a since the group U
k
V
X

 
X

 contains tori of the
form U
F
where F is a sextic CMeld containing k Put dierently we can specialize from case a to
case a
Suppose then that W  H

X

Q is a subHodge structure isomorphic to H

X

Q Then
HgX

  U
F
acts on W through the torus HgW   HgX

  U
k
 The kernel of the corresponding
homomorphism U
F
 U
k
is necessarily the subtorus SU
Fk
 U
F
 Cf Lemma  But now we remark
that the space of SU
Fk
invariants in H

X

Q has Qdimension  which proves our claim In fact the
space of SU
Fk
invariants in H

X

Q is precisely the subspace W
k
X

  H

X

Q which is naturally
a dimensional kvector space
In sum the previous arguments prove  for case a
	 Let X be a nonsimple complex abelian fourfold Suppose X is not of CMtype Then X contains
a simple abelian subvariety X

which is not of CMtype We can write X  X

 X
r

with r   and
HomX

 X

  
Suppose that we are not in case a We want to show that HgX  HgX

  HgX
r

 If r  
then we are reduced to the case g   since HgX

 X
r




HgX

 X

 Assume then that r   We
distinguish two cases If dimX

   then X

is an elliptic curve and we can apply  which works since
we are not in case a If dimX

   then the desired equality HgX  HgX

  HgX

 follows from

 and 

		 Let X be a nonsimple complex abelian fourfold of CMtype Suppose that X is isogenous to X

X
r

with dimX

   and HomX

 X

   If we are not in case a then there is no embedding of End

X


into the center of End

X

 It thus follows from Prop  that HgX  HgX

HgX
r


This only leaves us with the case where X  X

X

 with X

and X

simple abelian surfaces If X

and X

are isogenous then we are done If X

and X

are not isogenous then Proposition 
 shows that
HgX  HgX

 HgX


This completes the proof of Theorem 
We now turn to the proof of Thm  As we have seen in x the statement is known if X is simple
So again we may and shall assume X to be nonsimple Furthermore we can assume that every simple
factor of X occurs with multiplicity 
Write X

 X for the maximal abelian subvariety which has no factors of Type IV and X

 X for
the maximal abelian subvariety of which all factors are of Type IV Write d
i
 dimX
i
 We shall treat the
possibilities case by case
	
 Suppose d

 d

    so that X has no factors of Type IV If X contains an elliptic curve E then
End

E  Q since E is not of Type IV and Thm  follows by Prop  If X does not contain an
elliptic curve then all its simple factors satisfy condition D in  and we conclude using Thm 
	 Suppose d

 d

  
  or d

 d

    Then X

is of CMtype and Thm  gives HgX 
HgX

HgX


	 Suppose d

 d

    If X

is simple then Lemma 
 gives HgX  HgX

  HgX

 If
X

is not simple then it is isogenous to a product of two elliptic curves X

 E

 E

with End

E

 
End

E

  Q and where we may assume E

and E

to be nonisogenous Prop  then gives HgX 
HgE

 HgE

HgX



	 Suppose d

 d

   
 Then HgX  HgX

 HgX

 by Prop 
	 From now on let us assume that d

 d

    meaning that all simple factors of X are of Type
IV Let d
min
be the minimal dimension of a simple factor of X Since we assume X to be nonsimple we
have d
min
  or d
min
 
First suppose that d
min
  Then X  Y

 Y

where Y

is a simple abelian surface and Y

is a simple
abelian threefold Note that Y

is of CMtype with HgY

  U
F

 where F

 End

Y


If Y

is not of CMtype then Lemma  readily gives HgX  HgY

HgY

 If Y

is of CMtype
then F

 End

Y

 is a sextic CMeld By Lemma  and Lemma  we can have HgX  HgY


HgY

 only if F

contains an imaginary quadratic eld k such that U
F

is isogenous to SU
F

k
 Suppose
this is the case Write &

for the normal closure of F

over Q Either &

 F

and Gal&

Q Z
Zas
F

does not contain an imaginary quadratic eld or &

has degree  over Q Next write K

for the totally
real subeld of F

and let &

be the normal closure of K

over Q As F

contains the imaginary quadratic
eld k the normal closure of F

over Q is the compositum k 	&

 The Galois group Galk 	&

Q is either
ZZS

orZZZZ Now &

is the splitting eld of the Qtorus U
F

and k 	&

contains the splitting
eld of U
F

 The assumption that U
F

is isogenous to SU
F

k
thus implies that &

 k 	 &

 Looking at
Galois groups we obtain a contradiction Hence again HgX  HgY

 HgY


	 From now on let us assume that d

 d

    and that d
min
  Write X  E  Y  where E is
an elliptic curve and dimY   
 Without loss of generality we may assume that HomE Y    If not
then we are reduced to the case dimX  
 Let d
max
be the maximal dimension of a simple factor of X
If d
max
  then all simple factors of Y are of CMtype and there does not exist an embedding of
End

E into the center of End

Y  Then Prop  gives HgX  HgE HgY 
If d
max
  then Y is isogenous to a product of an elliptic curve Y

and a simple abelian threefold
Y

 If End

Y

 contains an imaginary quadratic eld then this subeld is unique Therefore possibly after
interchanging the roles of E and Y

we nd that there does not exist an embedding of End

E into the
center of End

Y  Note that End

E  End

Y

 implies that E  Y

 which we excluded Again by
Prop  we then nd HgX  HgE HgY 
Finally let us assume that d
max
 
 ie that Y is simple of Type IV Write k  End

E and
F  End

Y  If there is no embedding j k  F then Prop  gives HgX  HgEHgY  Suppose
then that there exists an embedding j We distinguish  cases
Case  Suppose that k acts on T
Y
with multiplicities   Then HgY   SU
Fk
 By rank consid
erations HgX  HgE HgY  is possible only if there exists a nontrivial homomorphism  SU
Fk

HgE  U
k
 Choose a homomorphism j U
F
 SU
Fk
such that the composition SU
Fk
 U
F
j
 SU
Fk
is an isogeny Then the identity component of Ker

j U
F
 U
k
 is a codimension  subtorus of U
F
other
than SU
Fk
 Using  we now easily obtain a contradiction Hence HgX  HgE HgY 
Case  Suppose that k acts on T
Y
with multiplicities   By 	 Prop 
 this is the only other
case that occurs Rather than looking at E  Y  let us look at Z  E

 Y  There is an embedding
k  End

Z such that k acts on T
Z
with multiplicities   This implies that the corresponding space
of Weil classes W
k
 H
	
ZQ consists of Hodge classes and that HgZ  SU
k
V
Z
  For this last
conclusion see 	 Lemma  Returning to our original abelian variety X  E  Y we nd that HgX
is contained in the subgroup H  HgE  HgY   U
k
U
F
V
Y
  given by
H  fu

 u

  U
k
U
F
V
Y
  j u


	 det
k
u

  g 
where det
k
 HgY   U
F
V
Y
   U
k
is the klinear determinant By dimension considerations noting
that H is connected and that H  HgY  is an isogeny we then nd that HgX  H
	 We have now computed the Hodge groups of all complex abelian folds It remains to be shown
that this indeed gives the conclusions as stated in Thm  Part iv of the theorem follows by going
through the above and using  and  All that remains to be done is the computation of the Hodge
rings in the cases e f and g
Case f is easy It was established in ! and  that HgX  HgX

HgX

X

 Notations
as in the introduction The rest of statement ii of  readily follows

Next suppose we are in case e By the duality H
j
XQ


H
j
XQ

we only have to show
that B

X  H

XQ is generated by D

X and the spaces W
k
 The K%unneth formula gives
H

XQ H

X


Q
H

X

Q	  H

X


Q
H

X

Q	  H

X


Q
H

X

Q	
 H

X


Q
H

X

Q	  H

X


Q
H

X

Q	 
In H


H

and H


H

we only have divisor classes In
H

X


Q
H

X

Q


HomH

X


QH

X

Q
there are no nonzero Hodge classes as there are no nonzero homomorphisms fromX


to X

 Next we have
H

X


Q
H

X

Q


H

X

Q
H

X

Q	
	
 so that the Hodge classes in H


H

are just the
elements of the spaces W
k
 See  Also note that in fact we only need two spaces W
k

and W
k

for linear independent choices 

and 


To settle case e it thus remains to compute the Hodge classes in H


H

 Write V

 H

X

Q and
F  End

X

 Either F  k or F is a sextic CMeld Fix an element a  F with a  a The Hodge group
HgX

 is the unitary group U
F
V

  where  V

V

 F is an F hermitian form such that tr
FQ
a 	
is the Riemann form of a polarization See  and notice that this description also applies if F is a sextic
CMeld Consider the algebraic subgroup SU
Fk
V

   Kerdet
k
 U
F
V

   U
k
 We claim that
SU
Fk
V

  and U
F
V

  have the same centralizer in EndV

 To see this we can extend scalars to C 
where treating the cases F  k and F  Q	   separately the claim is easily veried As H

X

Q is
isomorphic to a subHodge structure of EndV

 it follows that the space of SU
Fk
V

 invariants in
H

X

Q is equal to the space B

X

 of HgX

invariants Now our description of HgX


HgX

X


in  above shows that HgX  fg SU
Fk
V

  so that the Hodge classes in H


H

are contained
in H

X


Q
 B

X

 It readily follows that the Hodge classes in H


H

must lie in B

X



 B

X


and are therefore decomposable This nishes the proof of i of Thm 
Finally suppose we are in case g Again we only have to look at H

XQ and the only interesting
K%unneth component here is H

X

Q
H

X

Q As we have shown HgX  fu

 u

  U
k
HgY  j
u


	 det
k
u

  g In particular we have an element    HgX which acts on H

X

Q
H

X

Q
as  This shows there are no Hodge classes in H

X

Q
 H

X

Q and that B

X is generated by
divisor classes
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